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Part A – Applicant Identification and Dispensary Information 

Section 1 – Application Name, Address, and Contact Information 

Hanna Yong Rutter (primary contact) 
DBA Cannlyf LL 

 
Phone Number:  
Fax:    n/a 
Email:     
 

Section 2 – Dispensary Information 
 
Facility Name: Cannlyf LLC 
Address:   2948 Penns Valley Rd. 
  Centre Hall, PA 16828 
County:  Centre County 
Municipality: Potter Township 
 
 
Description of Public Access:  
 

Public Transportation:   
There are several transportation options for residents in Centre County to Cannlyf.   CATARIDE 
provides curb-to-curb transportation for senior citizens and people whose disabilities prevent 
their use of the CATABUS system.  Uber and local taxi service is also available to the site.   
 
Facility:   
Our Cannlyf facility is handicap accessible and in a safe, indoor, enclosed, and secure facility 
farther than 1,000 feet from any property line of a public, private, or parochial school or daycare 
center.   
 
Visibility:   
A copy of our permit will be posted in the lobby in location easily observable by patients, 
caregivers, law enforcement officers, and agents of the PA Department of Health. 
 
Other Locations:  Cannlyf’s plan is to eventually open two more locations in the northern central 
PA region within two years, and we will utilize the PA Department of Health to agree upon 
locations both suitable for the needs of the patients and which also meet state requirements.    
 

Part B – Diversity Plan 

Section 3 – Cannlyf Diversity Plan 
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1. Diversity Status: Cannlyf is proud to be a company built of financial backers, operators, and 
employees who are women, veterans, and minorities. Our vision is to maximize the power of our 
diversity to achieve superior business results while sustaining a competitive advantage in a dynamic 
marketplace.  (See Section 3: 8. Workforce Utilization Report for our workforce diversity breakdown.) 

 

2. Affirmative Action Plan:  

Cannlyf is committed to recruiting people with diverse experiences and perspectives to ensure that 

we are a company that delivers the best results to our customers.  We will continue increasing our 

efforts to attract, hire, and retain a diverse group of employees reflective of the diversity in our 

regional service area and inclusive of underrepresented groups. Using a recruitment process that 

enhances diversity will be a priority, and we will review and revise our recruitment and hiring 

guides, and our diversity training annually.  We will also develop plans to allocate funding for our 

recruiting and hiring processes to offer competitive salaries to talented employees from 

underrepresented groups.  

 

As we recruit diverse employees for the company, we will be in need of a security team to protect 

the employees from harm and to minimize diversion.  Joe Windell, who is Asian-American and a U.S. 

Veteran, will be managing the security team for Cannlyf and will require each security member to 

have a military background. Cannlyf believes that the U.S. military builds integrity in each person, 

and we have a deep-rooted respect for those members of our country.  In addition to recruiting 

military-experienced employees, Cannlyf is also committed to employing qualified employees with a 

diverse background.   

 

3. Internal Diversity Goals:  

Cannlyf has established a diversity and inclusion policy that has zero tolerance for discrimination and 
harassment. This policy is intended to achieve skilled, high-performance workforces that are reflective 
of the diverse global marketplace and to foster inclusive cultures that embrace our differences and 
similarities to accelerate our growth.  Our belief is that all managers and employees share the 
responsibility of behaving in ways that create open and inclusive work environments that encourage 
contributions from people of all backgrounds and experiences. All Cannlyf employees will be held 
accountable for specific diversity, inclusion, and reporting responsibilities as part of their job 
performance. These responsibilities include, but will not be limited to, the following: 

a. Ensuring that all employment-related decisions are free from discrimination.  
b. Creating a work environment that supports diversity and inclusion as well as behaviors that 

reinforce our values. This includes encouraging employees to collaborate, to make 
suggestions, and to respect and listen to diverse opinions. 

c. Cultivating a culture of respect for all employees, customers, vendors, contractors and others 
in the work environment. 

d. Ensuring a work environment that is free from discrimination and harassment by requiring 
reporting of any discriminating or harassing behavior. 

e. Role modeling inclusive and respectful behavior in the work environment and in any work-
related activities. 
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f. Providing reasonable accommodation for individuals with disabilities and for religious 
observance purposes, consistent with applicable local law.  What constitutes a reasonable 
accommodation will depend on the facts and circumstances of the situation and will be 
addressed by Cannlyf on a case-by-case basis. 

 
Cannlyf considers discrimination and harassment to be forms of unacceptable behavior that will not 
be tolerated.  Cannlyf will not tolerate conduct that constitutes harassment in the workplace 
environment by managers, supervisors, coworkers, or others, including nonemployees. Managers and 
employees who do not comply with this policy and/or are found to be engaging in discriminating 
and/or harassing behavior will be subject to appropriate disciplinary action, up to and including 
termination of employment. Consistent with our core values and business philosophy, it is the policy 
of Cannlyf to comply with the laws of the state in which our companies do business. It is the 
responsibility of all employees to be familiar with and to comply with the local equal opportunity laws 
and regulations that relate to their business responsibilities.  Accordingly, should the local law conflict 
with this policy, the local law will be adhered to. 

 
4. Diversity-Oriented Outreach:  Cannlyf will partner with professional and academic organizations 

within our region to strengthen our pipeline of diverse talent. For example, many of the folks on our 

team have strong relationships with The Pennsylvania State University.  I have worked closely with 

physicians, physician assistants, and nurse practitioners at the Penn State Medical group, as well as 

scientists in the chemistry and biology department at University Park PA.  Our plant biologist, Matt 

Milner PhD, was a professor and researcher for many years at Penn State; he studied plant 

properties linked to medical conditions and human health.  Additionally, our strategic marketing 

consultant, Rick Lake, has collaborated with the Penn State chemistry department on forensic 

applications, as well having initiated the expansion and development of chromatography products 

for medical cannabis applications.   

 
5. Contracts with Diverse Groups:  

In honor of my father, Lieutenant Kenneth Windell, who passed away from cancer and who suffered 
from posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) during most of my childhood, I am committed to working 
closely with the local VA to provide educational opportunities on PTSD.   PTSD is a condition that 
effects not only the patient but also the patient’s family, and I’m living proof of the stress that it 
brought on my entire family.  My father served in the United State military for over 20 years before 
retiring in State College, PA.  Shortly after retirement, he passed away from a long and painful fight 
against cancer.  I wish he would’ve had access to medical marijuana during his last year as I know it 
would’ve changed the quality of his life.  I am committed to giving 2% of my personal income to the 
VA and American Cancer Association in our region.    
And, as mentioned above in our Affirmative Action Plan, Cannlyf will work the U.S. Department of 
Veteran Affairs to recruit employees with military experience and formal security training for our 
transportation and security team.  
 

6. Mentoring, Training, and Professional Development Materials:  
Cannlyf will provide diversity and employment to our employees by  requiring diversity training upon 
employment and mentoring employees on the process, responsibilities, and qualifications necessary 
to be an effective leader. This will include monthly one-on-one meetings and job shadowing. Cannlyf 
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wants its employees to learn the value of a culturally diverse environment, experience cultural and 
gender differences, and gain perspective in the worth of including these factors in their daily decision-
making process. Cannlyf will develop an employee training manual so that employees understand 
their responsibilities of diversity and nondiscrimination adherence and reporting; facility, operational, 
and security policies; personal and professional responsibilities; customer and community relations; 
as well as any other guidelines Cannlyf believes will help ensure that our employees work at a secure, 
diverse, professional, and successful company. Cannlyf will provide professional development 
opportunities to ensure its managers and employees increase their understanding of our business and 
its laws, our products, our customers, our community, and our relationships with diverse groups, such 
as women, minorities, and veterans. 
 

7. Commitment to Diversity Practices:  
At Cannlyf, our people will be the greatest assets to our success. Diversity will be a central part of the 
culture across the company and it is key to our passion for improving the health and well-being of 
people all across Pennsylvania. I am an Asian-American military brat and working mother; my 
commitment to diversity is deeply rooted in my values and I recognize that differences in age, race, 
gender, nationality, sexual orientation, physical ability, thinking style, and background all bring 
richness to our work environments. Such differences help us connect better with the health needs of 
people in communities across the state.  At Cannlyf, we believe that attracting, developing, and 
retaining a base of diverse employees who reflect the diversity of our customers is essential to our 
success. We also believe success hinges on relationships with diverse professionals, customers, and 
suppliers. Our focus is to supply the best outcome for our customers and to create a richness in our 
culture. It matters in how we work with each other, in the diverse perspectives we bring to our 
mission, and in the way we serve our customers and improve their quality of life. Those unexpected 
connections are revealed when you reveal your diversity. Amazing things happen when people are 
willing to demand and embrace their diversity; we are one family here, and we offer Pennsylvania an 
incredibly diverse team of employees at Cannlyf.  I will hold myself personally accountable to ensure 
that we live up to the goals and standards that I have put in place.  
 

8. Workforce Utilization Report: Cannlyf’s workforce utilization report will be updated with each new 
employee we add and before our company opens for business; at least 50% of our employees will be 
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of a diverse group.  Below is workforce information for each job category within Cannlyf: 

 

9. Recording and Reporting on Cannlyf Diversity Plan: Cannlyf will launch a customized employee 
survey to secure data for reporting and to use its results to continue build and implement diversity in 
our workplace policies as well as to measure company morale related to diversity.  This would be done 
by employee and customer surveys and working closely with Etter Law firm to help Cannlyf adhere to 
our plan and help manage effectiveness.   

 

Part C – Applicant Background Information 

Section 4 – Principles, Financial Backers, Operators and Employees 

Principles, Financial Backers, Operators 

Name:     Mrs. Hanna Yong Rutter     
Occupation:     Medical Device Sales Rep for Johnson & Johnson 
Title in the Applicant’s Business:    Chief Compliance Officer/Principal 
Date of Birth:    
Address:     
Phone:     
E-mail:     
 
Hanna Yong Rutter is an Asian-American woman with a BS in health policy and administration from 
The Pennsylvania State University and two minors, one in business and one in sociology.  Her passion 
to pursue a medical marijuana dispensary stems from her retired US Army father, Lieutenant Kenneth 
Windell, who suffered severely from PTSD during her entire childhood.  In 2008, she lost him to a 
painful fight against cancer.  She is hopeful and excited to be part of this instrumental time in 
Pennsylvania, knowing this change in its medical marijuana laws will help the lives of many.  For eight 
years, Hanna worked at Restek, a market leader for laboratory equipment selling scientific 
consumables to doctors and scientists in the pain management and medical marijuana industry across 
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Pennsylvania and New Jersey, including the NJ Department of Health.  When medical marijuana 
became legal in New Jersey, Hanna worked diligently with scientists assigned to develop cannabis 
applications for the state of New Jersey.  Two years ago, she transitioned to selling medical devices 
for Johnson & Johnson in the Pennsylvania region.  Her love for the community, her positive outlook, 
her relationships with local healthcare professionals, her clinical knowledge of medical marijuana, and 
her degree in healthcare policy makes Hanna Yong Rutter the perfect candidate to operate a 
dispensary in State College, PA.   

 
 
Name:     Mrs. Lori Hildebrand, RPh 
Occupation:    Pharmacist 
Title in the Applicant’s Business:  Principal Pharmacist 
Date of Birth:    
Address:     
Phone Number:    
E-mail:     
 
Lori Hildebrand is an experienced pharmacist who has been working in State College, PA area for 20 
years. She has been responsible for the overall functions of a pharmacy, including interpretation of 
prescription orders, and compounding and dispensing of medications. She has strong relationships 
with many healthcare professional and prescribers in the Centre region area and also has a reputation 
for delivering a high level of patient satisfaction and care. Lori will be responsible for maintaining a 
cost-effective inventory and for ensuring patient care.   

 

 

Name:     Mr. Joseph Windell    
Occupation:    IT Technician/Army Veteran 
Title in the Applicant’s Business:  Principal IT and Security Manager 
Date of Birth:    
Address:     
Phone Number:    
E-mail:     
 
Joe Windell is an Asian-American Army veteran who has been formally trained on security and 
defense systems.  His military experience has given him the skill sets to manage and operate various 
IT systems, including, but not limited to, basic networking, troubleshooting, and maintenance in 
computer software. He was the dedicated soldier assigned to fix and troubleshoot personal 
computers while overseas and was also responsible for educating personnel on the software and 
hardware needed to accomplish mission objectives. After the military, Joe enrolled in an IT program 
at the South Hills School of Business and is expected to graduate at the of the year.  In addition to 
being a student, Joe has a full-time IT position with Restek, a company that manufactures equipment 
used in the medical marijuana industry.  He will be in charge of installing new software when needed, 
monitoring IT and security footage, and maintaining computers, printers, and the Cannlyf network.  
Joe is incredibly thorough with everything he manages, and he will ensure that all our IT and security 
systems are compliant and secure. 
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Name:     Mr. Wayne Foster, RPh 

Occupation:    Pharmacist 
Title in the Applicant’s Business:  Pharmacist/Operator 
Date of Birth:    
Address:     
Phone:      
E-mail:     
 
Wayne Foster has been serving the State College, PA area for 35 years as an established pharmacist 
in community-based, independently operated businesses.  Mr. Foster’s advanced training and support 
from PCCA has enabled him to solve the special needs of patients that cannot be met with 
commercially available products.  His 13 years of owning and operating a pharmacy in State College, 
PA, make him an asset to Cannlyf, as does his extensive community involvement.  In the past 30 years, 
Wayne has been active in United Way (fund development), the AIDS project of Centre County 
(president), American Lung Association (president), and American Diabetes Association (board 
member).  He was also part of an over-utilization of opiates and addiction project where he developed 
a non-opiate pain relief with transdermal creams and gels. Wayne has also partnered with several 
hospice providers to provide palliative care for their patients and he has connections to several 
nursing homes and assisted-living facilities in Central PA.  His extensive knowledge of medical 
conditions, as well as strong relationships with local physicians, will make him a great asset to the 
community and our business.   

 

 

Name:      Matthew Milner, PhD 
Occupation:    Senior Scientist/PhD Plant Biologist 
Title in the Applicant’s Business:  Cannabis Plant Biologist/Operator 
Date of Birth:    
Address:     
Phone Number:    
E-mail:     
 
Dr. Matthew Milner was raised in State College, PA and has established an impressive reputation in 
the world of Plant Biology.  With his BS in biology from Penn State and his PhD in Plant Biology from 
Cornell University, Matt brings to Cannlyf an extensive knowledge of plant properties and their links 
to human health and disease.  In 2013, he completed a post-doctoral fellowship at the USDA/NIFA 
and has been published in over 10 publications.  Dr. Milner taught at Penn State for several years until 
a research project took him to England, which is where he currently resides.  Dr. Milner is excited to 
partner with Cannlyf to help us better understand the plant properties in cannabis and how these 
properties are linked to certain medical conditions.  He is also excited to have the opportunity to visit 
State College, PA, several times a year.     
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Name:      Mr. Christopher Denicola 
Occupation:    Director of Chemistry and Product Development 
Title in the Applicant’s Business:  Cannabis Product Research Manager/Operator 
Date of Birth:    
Address:     
Phone Number:    
E-mail:     
 
Chris Denicola is one of the most well-respected and knowledgeable scientists in the cannabis market.  
His experience and knowledge will set our company apart from everyone else.  Chris was born and 
raised in Pennsylvania and received his BS in chemistry from Juniata College. His background is 
extensive and impressive  ranging from his having been a chemist at Merck and GlaxoSmithKline as 
well as the director of analytical chemistry at Vanderbilt University, where he focused on drug 
discovery. Chris also played a key role in developing chromatography products specifically for pain 
management and medical cannabis applications.  Several years ago, Chris moved to Colorado and was 
involved in a cannabis start-up manufacturing company where he created new versions of existing 
products on the market, techniques to create these products, the market response to these products, 
and design features that the market demanded.  He created a novel extraction process that resulted 
in a product which has exceeded expectations and has now been adopted in many cannabis 
laboratories.  Chris also has extensive knowledge on vaporization hardware as he was assigned to seek 
out and research the best hardware on the market.  After testing over 300 products, he found one 
that offers customers a quality product at an affordable price.  His love for Pennsylvania runs deep 
and Chris is excited for the opportunity to come back to State College.   

 

 

Name:     Dr. Thomas Baumgarten 
Occupation: Medical Director for addiction clinics in State College, 

Altoona, and Williamsport, PA 
Title in the Applicant’s Business:  Addiction Consultant/Operator 
Date of Birth:    
Address:     
Phone Number:    
E-mail:     
 

Dr. Thomas Baumgarten has been working as a medical professional for over 35 years and has 
extensive medical knowledge.  He is doubled certified in internal medicine and in addiction medicine, 
and he currently serves as the medical director for three addiction clinics in State College, 
Williamsport, and Altoona, PA.  Dr. Baumgarten has been very active in the State College community, 
particularly within the Jewish community, where he and his family have opened their home up to 
many young people in difficult situations—from domestic abuse to homelessness.  Dr. Baumgarten 
has also been active for many years as an emergency room physician at local hospitals in the Central 
PA area, though he is now focusing on addiction medicine.  He understands the importance of 
monitoring addiction and will not be providing any prescriptions or medical cards.  He will be working 
diligently with Cannlyf to provide guidance, education, and to discuss solutions regarding abuse and 
addiction. 
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Name:     Ms. Stephanie Sunner 

Occupation:    Senior Account Manager for Cannabis market 
Title in the Applicant’s Business:  VP of Sales Operations/Operator 
Date of Birth:    
Address:     
Phone Number:    
E-mail:     
 
Stephanie Sunner has been selling chromatography consumables to the cannabis market for over 10 
years.  She obtained her MBA from The University of Georgia in 2015 and her experience traveling to 
CO to serve the medical cannabis market has equipped her with extensive knowledge on the science 
behind cannabis.  Stephanie has also completed numerous cannabis trainings including Cannabis: 
Quality, Testing, and the Changing Landscape; The Trump Effect (National Assoc. Cannabis Business); 
Opportunities & Challenges in Cannabis Analytical Testing; High Resolution Mass Spec for Cannabis 
Products; and many more.  Her relationships with cannabis laboratories make her a key resource for 
Cannlyf to learn and to continue growing in our medical marijuana knowledge.   

 

 

Name:     Mr. Richard Lake 
Occupation     Vice President of Marketing Operations 
Title in the Applicant’s Business:  Business Development Director/Operator 
Date of Birth:    
Address:     
Phone Number:    
E-mail:     
 
Richard Lake is the vice president of marketing operations at the Restek Corporation in Bellefonte, 
PA, where he oversees the development and execution of the corporate marketing strategy.  Restek 
is a leading developer and manufacturer of chromatography columns and accessories, some of which 
are used by cannabis growers, manufacturers, and laboratories.  Prior to this, Rick was the Restek 
director of business development where he managed the coordination of product development, 
applications and collaborations that serve multiple industries. (One industry of recent focus is the 
emerging market of medical cannabis.)  In addition, Rick served as a pharmaceutical market 
development manager and pharmaceutical innovations chemist, developing GC and LC applications 
and assisting in new product development. Before joining Restek in 2005, he worked for seven years 
as a study director and principal investigator for a contract research lab, where he developed and 
validated cGXP compliant GC and LC methods while also managing the stability testing department. 
Prior to shifting his focus to pharmaceuticals, he spent four years performing pesticide residue and 
volatile/semivolatile analyses. 

 
 

Section 5 – Moral Affirmation  
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I affirm that each principle, financial backer, operator, and employee listed in this permit application 
is of good moral character.  Not only are we each of good moral character, we are all good citizens 
with heavy involvement in the community and healthcare industry.    
 
I have included two character-reference letters from a certified nurse practitioner and physician 
assistant from University Health Center – Pennsylvania State University.   
 
In addition to my reference letters, I have also included drug-screen results through my current 
employer.   

 
Section 6 – Compliance with Applicable Laws and Regulations  
I affirm that I, as well as the principles, financial backers, operators and employees listed in this permit 
application are able to continuously comply with all applicable Commonwealth laws and regulations 
relating to the operation of a medical marijuana dispensary.   

 
Section 7 – Civil and Administration Action 
I have never responded to an action resulting in sanctions, disciplinary actions or civil monetary 
penalties being imposed relating to a registration, license, permit or any other authorization to grow, 
process or dispense medical marijuana in any state. I have never responded to a civil or administrative 
action relating to a registration, license, permit or authorization to grow, process or dispense medical 
marijuana in any state.  I have never been accused of obtaining a registration, license, permit or other 
authorization to operate as a grower, processor or dispensary of medical marijuana in any jurisdiction 
by fraud, misrepresentation, or the submission of false information. No civil or administrative action 
has been taken against me under the laws of the Commonwealth or any other state, the United States 
or a military, territorial or tribal authority relating to a principle, operator, financial backer, or 
employee of any profession, or occupation or fraudulent practices, including fraudulent billing 
practices.   

 

Part D – Plan of Operation 

Section 8 – Operational Timetable 

Upon receiving a permit to open a dispensary in Region 4, Cannlyf, will immediately initiate our plan 
to ensure we are fully operational within a six-month period.  Our first priority is to become experts 
in all state laws and regulations and Act 16.  We will be working with Etter Law Firm LLC regularly as 
well and continually monitoring any new laws and regulations or any changes that occur with the 
Department.   

Month One  

1. Obtain information on who was awarded the other permit license within the region. 
2. Obtain information on who was awarded the grower/processor permits.  
3. Contact growers/processors to learn about the products they will offer, the product costs, and 

how/when Cannlyf will be able to purchase these products.  
4. Secure and execute contract with Rossman’s Construction, LLC and begin construction process at 

Cannlyf facility.   
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5. Extend on lease contract with our landlord, Andrew Garban, to finalize 3-year lease agreement 
and discuss plan to purchase building after 3 years. 

6. Configure hours of operation and approve responsibilities and duties for each position. 
7. Meet with Etter Law Group, LLC 1.) to discuss any new relevant laws or regulations, 2.) to develop 

a training plan for compliance that will be conveyed through employee training, and 3.) to set up 
weekly meetings to review and ensure legal compliance.   

8. Comply with requests for public notices. If a public notice is required, Cannlyf will relay this 
information via all PA Department of Health-required written and media methods, e.g., hardcopy, 
e-mail, etc. 

9. Hire website designer to build Cannlyf’s webpage, www.cannlyf.com  
10. Meet with all Cannlyf principals, operators, financial backers, employees, advisors, consultants, 

investors, etc., to discuss business operations. 
11. Research market for products available in the state as related to customer’s  needs.   
12. Set up educational discussions at local internal, general, oncology, neuro, pain management 

doctor’s offices to share our contact information and establish a working relationship to ensure 
that we will meet their patient’s needs as a medical marijuana dispensary.     

13. Meet with all investors to discuss Cannlyf policies, hiring practices, investing options and finalize 
contracts.   

14. Purchase the following equipment and supplies:  vault, safes, security equipment, display cases, 
retail equipment, office supplies, IT equipment, Transportation vehicle and equipment, EPI 
systems, QuickBooks software, and any other supplies and systems needed.   

15. Update reviews/research of products available to our dispensary. Place our logo and signs in 
accordance with state and local marketing laws outside the facility. 

16. Write Cannlyf employee position descriptions and post in the Centre Daily Times; include cover 
letter and resume requirement. 

17. Communicate to VA and other diverse groups/organizations regarding potential candidates for 
hire.  

Month Two  

1. Begin site construction with an emphasis on meeting all security protocols.  
2. Review responses to employee position postings. 
3. Contact prospective candidates and setup interviews. 
4. Begin conducting interviews with potential employees.  
5. Wayne Foster and Lori Hildebrand to complete online continuing education course on medical 

marijuana. 
6. Hanna Rutter to complete online course on business operations in medical marijuana. 
7. Continue weekly meetings with Attorney, Scott Etters.  

Month Three 

1. Conduct second/ final set of employee interviews. 
2. Conduct extensive background checks for all potential employees.  
3. Conduct drug screening for potential employees before confirming hiring. 
4.  Continue weekly meetings with compliance officer, Scott Etters. 

Month Four  

1. Begin employee training.  
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a. Hanna Rutter (Chief compliance Officer): will train on healthcare 
compliance/regulations, state policies, diversion plan, patient interaction, customer 
service, diversity, etc.  

b. Joe Windell (IT and Security Manager):  will train on safety protocols, IT and system 
operations, and security policies, etc.  

c. Dr. Thomas Baumgarten (Addiction Consultant):  will train on addiction, language of 
medicine, and the 17 medical conditions and their symptoms. 

2. Continue weekly meetings with Attorney, Scott Etters.   

Month Five  

1. Cannlyf’s interior and exterior design completion. 
2. Continue employee training.  

a. Chris Denicola (Cannabis market research manager): will train on cannabis strains, 
product recommendations, science of cannabis, current research in the cannabis market.   

b. Wayne Foster (Pharmacist) will train on pharmacy and healthcare regulations, pain 
alternatives etc. 

c. Scott Etter (Attorney): will train on PA state rules and regulations for dispensaries as well 
as consequences of not complying with these rules and regulations.  

3. Lori Hildebrand and Wayne Foster will attend Cannabis World Congress and Business Expo in 
Boston, MA (Oct. 2017)  

4. Lori Hildebrand and Wayne Foster will complete the mandatory 4-hour training developed by the 
Department. 

5. All employees will complete the mandatory 2-hour training.  
6. Conduct daily safety protocol drills with a pass failure rating system. 
7. Meet with local law enforcement representative to discuss security protocols and how we can 

work together. 
8. Continue weekly meetings with Attorney, Scott Etters.   

 
Month Six 

1. Reach out to Penn State Medical Center, Restek, MS Society, American Cancer Association, etc. 
to see how we can help. 

2. Conduct employee education at Cannlyf facility —Chris Denicola 
3. Attend Marijuana Business Expo in Las Vegas (Nov. 2017) 
4. Obtain medical products for Cannlyf from our PA grower/processor.   
5. Continue weekly meetings with Attorney, Scott Etters.   

 
 

Section 9 – Employee Qualifications, Description of Duties and Training 

Roles, responsibilities, and description of duties 

Hanna Yong Rutter - Owner/Chief Compliance Officer 

1. Institute and maintain an effective compliance communication program for Cannlyf.  
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2. Consult with our lawyer, Scott Etter, regarding laws, regulations, and resolve difficult legal 
compliance issues that may occur.    

3. Ensure proper reporting of violations or potential violations to duty authorized enforcement 
agencies as appropriate and/or required by the Department of Health or state of Pennsylvania. 

4. Develop, initiate, maintain, and revise policies and procedures for the company and its related 
activities to prevent illegal, unethical, or improper conduct.  

5. Develop, review, and update Standards of Conduct to ensure continuing currency and relevance 
in providing guidance to the company.  

6. Develop an effective compliance training program, including appropriate introductory training for 
new employees as well as ongoing training for all employees. 

7. Responsible for creating, communicating, and implementing the organizations vision, mission, 
and overall direction. 

8. Responsible for providing business direction. 
9. Responsible for fixing prices and signing business deals. 
10. Responsible for recruiting, training and managing staff. 
11. Responsible for payment of salaries. 
12. Responsible for signing checks and documents on behalf of the company. 
13. Monitor the performance of the compliance program and relates its activities on a continuing 

basis, taking appropriate steps to improve its effectiveness.   
14. Monitor the performance of the compliance program and relates activities on a continuing basis, 

taking appropriate steps to improve its effectiveness.   
15. Evaluate the success of the organization. 

 

Joe Windell – IT and Security Manager 

1. Research, develop, implement, test, and review Cannlyf’s Security system. 
2. Manage and train staff on security operations, policies and solutions. 
3. Manage the implementation of data systems, EPI systems, security systems, and CRM and 

monitoring their effectiveness in meeting business needs and compliance. 
4. Implement security measures and monitor networks. 
5. Coordinate work with all vendors, contractors and consultants to maintain and enhance facility 

security and data security. 
6. Responsible for securing premises and personnel by patrolling property; monitoring surveillance 

equipment; inspecting buildings, equipment, and access points; permitting entry. 
7. Responsible for preventing losses and damage by reporting irregularities; informing violators of 

policy and procedures; restraining trespassers. 
8. Responsible for operation of equipment; completing preventive maintenance requirements; 

following manufacturer's instructions; troubleshooting malfunctions; calling for repairs; and 
evaluating new equipment and techniques. Attend medical marijuana conventions and 
conferences throughout Pennsylvania to stay up-to-date on the latest product offerings and 
clinical benefits. 

9. Maintain organization's stability and reputation by complying with legal requirements. 
10. Evaluate organization by recording and reporting observations, information, occurrences, and 

surveillance activities; interviewing witnesses; obtaining signatures. 
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Lori Hildebrand – Pharmacist 1 

1. Address any concerns or safety issues with the patient. 
2. Provide advice about health issues, symptoms and medications to the patient. Responsible for 

managing prescription activities in the dispensary. 
3. Responsible for processing prescriptions and dispensing medication. 
4. Communicate with Cannabis Innovation and Market Research Manager on the latest medical 

conditions, recommendations, dosage, and studies. 
5. Address any concerns or safety issues with the patient. 
6. Provide advice about health issues, symptoms and medications to the patient. Responsible for 

managing prescription activities in the dispensary. 
7. Responsible for processing prescriptions and dispensing medication. 
8. Communicate with Cannabis Innovation and Market Research Manager on the latest medical 

conditions, recommendations, dosage, and studies. 

 

Wayne Foster – Pharmacist 2 

9. Address any concerns or safety issues with the patient. 
10. Provide advice about health issues, symptoms and medications to the patient. Responsible for 

managing prescription activities in the dispensary. 
11. Responsible for processing prescriptions and dispensing medication. 
12. Communicate with Cannabis Innovation and Market Research Manager on the latest medical 

conditions, recommendations, dosage, and studies. 
13. Address any concerns or safety issues with the patient. 
14. Provide advice about health issues, symptoms and medications to the patient. Responsible for 

managing prescription activities in the dispensary. 
15. Responsible for processing prescriptions and dispensing medication. 
16. Communicate with Cannabis Innovation and Market Research Manager on the latest medical 

conditions, recommendations, dosage, and studies. 

 
 

Chris Denicola – Cannabis Market Research Manager 

1. Evaluate the market for appropriate devices available to administer our products. 
2. Communicate with Grower/Processors. 
3. Responsible for researching and evaluating the products currently available from 

growers/processors in Pennsylvania, the techniques used to create these products, the quality of 
the products, cost-analysis, and the market response to these products. 

4. Perform a cost-analysis on the products and advise on selecting cost-efficient products that will 
meet the customer’s needs. 

5. Ensure quality control by evaluating manufacturers’ processes. 
6. Attend medical marijuana conventions and conferences throughout Pennsylvania to stay up-to-

date on the latest product offerings and clinical benefits. 
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Dr. Matthew Milner – Cannabis Plant Biologist 

1. Research and study the makeup of cannabis plants and environmental conditions affecting them. 
2. Analyze the way plants grow, reproduce and metabolize when faced with various combinations 

of chemicals and compositions. 
3. Responsible for communicating new studies and results to Cannlyf team.  
4. Represent employer in a technical capacity at medical marijuana conferences. 

 
 

Stephanie Sunner – VP of Sales Operations 

1. Develop a sales plan and direction. 
2. Control the sales floor inventory. 
3. Assist with the Retail Room operations. 
4. Responsible for meeting medical representatives. 
5. Responsible for meeting with growers/processors to discuss new products. 
6. Attend cannabis conventions and conferences in Pennsylvania. Interfaces with third-party 

providers (vendors). 

 
 

Dr. Thomas Baumgartner – Addiction Consultant 

1. Monitor and advise Cannlyf on addiction problems related to medical marijuana. 
2. Conduct educational talks to staff and community on clinical findings associated with medical 

marijuana addiction. 
3. Offer guidance on how to handle abuse.  

 
 

Richard Lake – Business Development Director  

1. Manage product operations, including but not limited to transportation routes and collaborations 
that serve the market of medical cannabis.  

2. Manage collaborations with local research laboratories, such as Restek (leading developer and 
manufacturer of products used by cannabis growers, manufacturers and laboratories) and 
Pennsylvania State University. 

3. Advise Cannlyf on the operations of a dispensary. 
4. Develop a plan of operations. 
5. Oversee the development and execution of Cannlyf’s marketing strategy. 

 

Scott Etters – Cannlyf Attorney 

1. Develop and document ethics and compliance policies and procedures that meet State 
requirements. 

2. Maintain, implement, and manage all training on compliance-related subjects. 
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3. Work closely with Chief Compliance Officer, Hanna Rutter to evaluate and respond to suspected 
compliance violations and for consistent enforcement, disclosure, and remedial action protocols.  

4. Review and draft documents and advice employees on legal and regulatory issues related to 
vendors, projects, and sales and marketing.   

 

Two-Hour Training Requirement Description 
Cannlyf understands the importance of retaining qualified employees and being knowledgeable about 
every aspect of the business operations, regulations, policies, medical conditionals, product 
recommendations, clinical studies, and diversity.  We will be vigilant in hiring qualified employees who 
fit our unique culture and offer appealing company stock options to retain good employees.   
 

All employees will need to go through our entire pre-employment process before they can begin 
working for us, which will include a background check and drug screening.  We will also have a zero-
tolerance policy for any theft and a no-drug policy where we reserve the right to randomly drug test 
any employee at any point during their employment.  Employees will undergo intense training on 
security protocols; system operations; state and federal laws and regulations regarding medical 
marijuana; product recommendations; medical marijuana products being offered to PA dispensaries; 
language of medicine with an emphasis on the 17 medical marijuana use conditions; 
indication/contraindications on all our products; patient-care interaction; basic procedural rules; 
diversity; inventory management; and our diversion plan. The final part of the pre-employment 
process will be the mandatory two-hour training required by the PA Department of Health.  Our 
pharmacists will also need to complete the mandatory four-hour training in addition to the 
mandatory two-hour training developed by the PA Department of Health.   

Licensed Medical Professionals at Facility 
A physician or pharmacist will be present at the dispensary at all times during the hours of operation 
to offer guidance to patients and caregivers.  When the second and third locations are determined, 
we will ensure that either physician assistant, or a certified registered nurse practitioner will be 
present onsite at each of the other dispensaries if a physician or pharmacist cannot be present.  All 
licensed medical professionals will successfully complete the four-hour training course developed by 
the PA Department of Health prior to assuming any duties at the dispensary.   
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Cannlyf Data storage 
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Section 11 – Transportation of Medical Marijuana  

A. Transportation 

Cannlyf affirms that for any delivery of medical marijuana to or from our facility, we, our third-party 
contractors, and our grower/processor will adhere to the following requirements:  

1. Delivery will only occur between 9:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m. 
2. The driver will not go outside of the state of Pennsylvania. 
3. The use of a global positioning system to ensure safe, efficient delivery of the product to the 

business. 
4. Have a transport vehicle equipped with a secure lockbox or locking cargo area. 
5. No markings that would indicate or identify that the vehicle is being used to transport 

medical marijuana.  
6. Be capable of being temperature-controlled. 
7. Display current state inspection and registration stickers. 
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8. Be insured. 
9. Staffed with a delivery team consisting of at least two individuals, with one remaining in the 

vehicle at all times, and both having access to a secure form of communication with the 
dispensary such as a cellphone, as well as a valid driver’s license for the state of PA, and an 
identification badge.    

10. Nothing on the delivery team’s outfit that would indicate ownership or possession of 
medical marijuana. 

11. Tinted windows so that the medical marijuana may not be visible from the outside of the 
vehicle.  

12. In the event of an accident, the driver and/or passenger will notify Cannlyf, law 
enforcement, and the Department of Health immediately.   

13. Will comply with the department on delivery schedules, including routes and delivery times, 
in a manner prescribed by the state (via phone or electronic communication).  

14. All medical marijuana products will be loaded and unloaded in the enclosed garage of the 
facility out of the public eye.   

 

B. Transport Manifest 

Cannlyf will ensure that a transport manifest will accompany every transport vehicle and will contain the 
following information and meet the following requirements: 

1. The name, address, and permit number of the medical marijuana organization receiving the 
delivery, and the name of and contact information for a representative of the medical 
marijuana organization. 

2. The quantity, by weight or unit of each medical marijuana harvest batch, harvest lot or 
process lot contained in the transport, along with the identification number for each harvest 
batch, harvest lot or process lot.  

3. The date and approximate time of departure. 
4. The date and approximate time of arrival. 
5. The transport vehicle’s make, model, and license plate number. 
6. The identification number of each member of the delivery team accompanying the 

transport. 
7. When a delivery team delivers medical marijuana to multiple medical marijuana 

organizations, the transport manifest must correctly reflect the specific medical marijuana in 
transit; each recipient will also provide the dispensary with a printed receipt for the medical 
marijuana received.  

8. All medical marijuana being transported must be packaged in shipping containers and 
labeled in accordance with state regulations. 

9. Separate copies of the transport manifest will be provided to each recipient receiving the 
medical marijuana product described in the transport manifest.  To maintain confidentiality, 
a dispensary may prepare separate manifests for each recipient.  

10. Cannlyf acknowledges that upon request, a copy of the printed transport manifest, and any 
printed receipts for medical marijuana being transported, will be provided to the 
Department or its authorized agents, law enforcement, or other Federal, State, or local 
government officials if necessary to perform the government officials’ functions and duties.  
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C. Transportation Plan 

Section 12 – Storage of Medical Marijuana products  
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Section 13 – Labeling of Medical Marijuana Products 
 

Section 14 – Inventory Management  

A. Electronic Tracking System 
1. We will comply with the inventory tracker that is prescribed by the Department.  We will 

only be purchasing an EPI system that is approved by the Department and have the 
capability to log, verify and monitor the receipt of medical marijuana product from a 
grower/processor, the verification of the validity of an identification card presented by a 
patient or caregiver, the dispensing of medical marijuana product to a patient or caregiver, 
the disposal of medical marijuana waste and the recall of defective medical marijuana.   
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2. Some options that we are quoting, but not limited to are MJ Freeway, Bio Track, THC and 
Metric, but will wait until the Department releases the list of approved systems before we 
deploy on a system.   
 

B. Inventory Management  

 
Section 15 – Diversion Prevention  
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Section 16 – Sanitation and Safety 

A. Cannlyf will maintain its facility in a sanitary condition to limit the potential for contamination or 
adulteration of the medical marijuana stored in or dispensed at the facility.  We will ensure that 
every employee is properly trained and practices the following sanitation and safety measures: 
1. Remove trash every night before closing – this will be part of the closing procedure. 
2. Floors, walls, and ceilings will be kept in good repair. 
3. Utilize a local pest inspector to conduct inspections every 6 months who will provide proper 

protection and management.  Our facility is very clean, so I do not see this being an issue. 
4. We will strive to use only all-natural cleaning products to be used.  I make my own using 

vinegar, distilled water, and essential oils (made from lemon, peppermint, and orange).  If 
any products must be used, they will be labeled placed in a room where no medical 
marijuana products are stored and complies with other applicable laws and regulations.  

5. Any employee working in direct contact with medical marijuana will be subject to the 
restrictions on food handlers and be required to maintain adequate personal hygiene and 
wash hands thoroughly before starting work and any time when hands may have become 
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soiled or contaminated and at all time before dispensing medical marijuana to a patient or 
caregiver.   

6. The lobby, both bathrooms, retail room, and training/conference rooms will have a sink with 
temperature controlled running water, non-toxic soap, disposable paper towels to minimize 
any cross-contamination. 

7. Cannlyf has two bathrooms in the facility (one for customers and one for employees) that 
will be maintained in a sanitary condition and in good repair.   

8. Every employee will be trained on the importance of sanitation and how improper 
sanitation could potentially be deadly to certain patients who suffer from a medical 
condition that strips away their white-blood cells. 
  

Section 17 – Recordkeeping  

A. We will be using QuickBooks to manage payroll, inventory, sales and other needs of our 
business.  In addition to using QuickBooks, we will be working with a local accounting and tax 
company to assist us to ensure that all numbers are consistent and our General Manager/ 
Accountant will be responsible for managing our financials and working with the local 
accounting and tax company. 

U.S. Accounting and Tax Services, LLC 
1333 S Allen St. #1 
State College, PA 16801 
Phone # (814)234-1099 

 

Part E – Applicant Organization, Ownership, Capital and Tax Status 
 
Section 18 – Organizational Structure 
 
Form of Organization:  Limited Liability Company (LLC) 
 
Organization Documents:    

 State of Incorporation or Registration:  Pennsylvania 

 Date of Formation:    03/03/2017 

 Business Name on Formation :   Cann Lyf, LLC  

Identification Numbers 

 Federal Employer ID number:   

 PA Unemployment Compensation Account Number:  N/A 

 PA Department of Revenue Tax number  

 PA Workers’ Compensation Policy Number: Cannlyf agrees to purchase workers’ compensation 
insurance by the time the Department determines us to be operational under the Act and 
regulations.  The company will be work with the local insurance company, Frost & Conn Inc. and 
our agent will be: 

John Conroy.   
Frost & Conn Inc. 
1301 N. Atherton Street 
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State College, PA 16803 
Phone:(814) 237-1492 
Fax:(814) 234-0389 

 
Section 19 – Business History and Capacity to Operate 
I am proud to offer Centre County a women-owned, minority-owned, veteran-owned medical marijuana 
dispensary.  Cannlyf is comprised of well-respected citizens in the community with strong relationships 
with other professionals in the science and healthcare industries; each of us has an impressive skill set 
that will contribute to the success of the business. We are experienced scientists, healthcare 
professionals, and business professionals in central Pennsylvania and are excited to offer products that 
will allow people to live healthier and happier lives.  Cannlyf will be located in Centre County, with plans 
to expand to second and third locations to be determined by market analysis and PA Department of Health 
recommendations.  
 
Cannlyf will be vigilant in its training, security, adherence to PA laws/regulations, and inventory 
management. We are and will continue to be aware of the strict rules and regulations governing the 
medical marijuana industry; we will be vigilant in complying with all state laws and establishing a trust 
with the PA Department of Health and local law enforcement.   
 
We are devoted to the community and want to stimulate our economy from within our Commonwealth. 
No one at Cannlyf is being paid only for the use of our credentials, as persons on other applications may 
have been: all parties listed in Cannlyf’s business plan will play an active role in its business operations, as 
well as contributing to the financial expenses to start and maintain the business.  We will utilize our local 
relationships to maintain an ongoing balance for ensuring that our product offerings are achieving the 
outcomes that physicians desire when prescribing for their patients. Cannlyf plans to  create and maintain 
long-term, personalized relationships with customers and healthcare professionals to become a well-
respected, experienced dispensary.  To help achieve this, we will perform extensive market research on 
all related products offered in Pennsylvania and purchase both high-quality medications and more 
affordable options.  We will also work diligently on our inventory management processes to ensure that 
we have a wide range of products available. We will also  continue to make a positive impact on the 
community by reaching out to diverse groups.  I’m confident that no dispensary applicant can offer Centre 
County a more diverse, experienced, community-oriented, and passionate team than we have at Cannlyf!    
 
Cannlyf Vision Statement – We are built on A.C.C.T. (Accountability, Compliance, Community, 
Transparency) 
 
 
Section 20 – Current Officers 
 N/A – LLC operating entity 
 
 
 
 
 
Section 21 – Ownership 
 
A. 
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Part F – Community Impact 
 
Section 23 – Community Impact 
 
Cannlyf is a business built on a local, experienced, and respected foundation.  We are committed to 
helping Pennsylvania residents with certain medical conditions experience a better quality of life.  Our 
relationships run deep with the many academic, healthcare and scientific companies and organizations in 
our local PA area, such as Penn State, Mount Nittany Medical Center, Geisinger Health system, UPMC, 
Conemaugh, Restek, United Way, MS Society, Veterans Affairs, Centre Volunteers in Medicine, and the 
American Cancer Association.  Cannlyf’s local PA staff understand that many people from out of state will 
be applying for medical marijuana dispensary permits and while a few of those applicants may have 
operated a dispensary before, it was not here in Pennsylvania, where we are grounded: we are part of 
this community.  The Centre County region could not get a more qualified and respected team of people 
who also play active roles in the community and truly care about our Central PA residents. We are proud 
to stimulate the economy in our state and region, and we will make a positive impact on the community 
by offering solutions, education, and life-changing cannabis products for our residents. 
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Description of Employee Duties, Responsibilities, and Roles – Section 9  

 

Hanna Yong Rutter - Owner/Chief Compliance Officer 

1. Institute and maintain an effective compliance communication program for Cannlyf.  
2. Consult with our lawyer, Scott Etter, regarding laws, regulations, and resolve difficult legal 

compliance issues that may occur.    
3. Ensure proper reporting of violations or potential violations to duty authorized enforcement 

agencies as appropriate and/or required by the Department of Health or state of Pennsylvania. 
4. Develop, initiate, maintain, and revise policies and procedures for the company and its related 

activities to prevent illegal, unethical, or improper conduct.  
5. Develop, review, and update Standards of Conduct to ensure continuing currency and relevance 

in providing guidance to the company.  
6. Develop an effective compliance training program, including appropriate introductory training 

for new employees as well as ongoing training for all employees. 
7. Responsible for creating, communicating, and implementing the organizations vision, mission, 

and overall direction. 
8. Responsible for providing business direction. 
9. Responsible for fixing prices and signing business deals. 
10. Responsible for recruiting, training and managing staff. 
11. Responsible for payment of salaries. 
12. Responsible for signing checks and documents on behalf of the company. 
13. Monitor the performance of the compliance program and relates its activities on a continuing 

basis, taking appropriate steps to improve its effectiveness.   
14. Monitor the performance of the compliance program and relates activities on a continuing 

basis, taking appropriate steps to improve its effectiveness.   
15. Evaluate the success of the organization. 

 

Joe Windell – IT and Security Manager 

1. Research, develop, implement, test, and review Cannlyf’s Security system. 
2. Manage and train staff on security operations, policies and solutions. 
3. Manage the implementation of data systems, EPI systems, security systems, and CRM and 

monitoring their effectiveness in meeting business needs and compliance. 
4. Implement security measures and monitor networks. 
5. Coordinate work with all vendors, contractors and consultants to maintain and enhance facility 

security and data security. 
6. Responsible for securing premises and personnel by patrolling property; monitoring surveillance 

equipment; inspecting buildings, equipment, and access points; permitting entry. 
7. Responsible for preventing losses and damage by reporting irregularities; informing violators of 

policy and procedures; restraining trespassers. 
8. Responsible for operation of equipment; completing preventive maintenance requirements; 

following manufacturer's instructions; troubleshooting malfunctions; calling for repairs; and 
evaluating new equipment and techniques. Attend medical marijuana conventions and 



conferences throughout Pennsylvania to stay up-to-date on the latest product offerings and 
clinical benefits. 

9. Maintain organization's stability and reputation by complying with legal requirements. 
10. Evaluate organization by recording and reporting observations, information, occurrences, and 

surveillance activities; interviewing witnesses; obtaining signatures. 

 

Lori Hildebrand – Pharmacist 1 

1. Address any concerns or safety issues with the patient. 
2. Provide advice about health issues, symptoms and medications to the patient. Responsible for 

managing prescription activities in the dispensary. 
3. Responsible for processing prescriptions and dispensing medication. 
4. Communicate with Cannabis Innovation and Market Research Manager on the latest medical 

conditions, recommendations, dosage, and studies. 
5. Address any concerns or safety issues with the patient. 
6. Provide advice about health issues, symptoms and medications to the patient. Responsible for 

managing prescription activities in the dispensary. 
7. Responsible for processing prescriptions and dispensing medication. 
8. Communicate with Cannabis Innovation and Market Research Manager on the latest medical 

conditions, recommendations, dosage, and studies. 

 

Chris Denicola – Cannabis Market Research Manager 

1. Evaluate the market for appropriate devices available to administer our products. 
2. Communicate with Grower/Processors. 
3. Responsible for researching and evaluating the products currently available from 

growers/processors in Pennsylvania, the techniques used to create these products, the quality 
of the products, cost-analysis, and the market response to these products. 

4. Perform a cost-analysis on the products and advise on selecting cost-efficient products that will 
meet the customer’s needs. 

5. Ensure quality control by evaluating manufacturers’ processes. 
6. Attend medical marijuana conventions and conferences throughout Pennsylvania to stay up-to-

date on the latest product offerings and clinical benefits. 

 

Dr. Matthew Milner – Cannabis Plant Biologist 

1. Research and study the makeup of cannabis plants and environmental conditions affecting 
them. 

2. Analyze the way plants grow, reproduce and metabolize when faced with various combinations 
of chemicals and compositions. 

3. Responsible for communicating new studies and results to Cannlyf team.  
4. Represent employer in a technical capacity at medical marijuana conferences. 

 



 
Stephanie Sunner – VP of Sales Operations 

1. Develop a sales plan and direction. 
2. Control the sales floor inventory. 
3. Assist with the Retail Room operations. 
4. Responsible for meeting medical representatives. 
5. Responsible for meeting with growers/processors to discuss new products. 
6. Attend cannabis conventions and conferences in Pennsylvania. Interfaces with third-party 

providers (vendors). 

 
 

Dr. Thomas Baumgartner – Addiction Consultant 

1. Monitor and advise Cannlyf on addiction problems related to medical marijuana. 
2. Conduct educational talks to staff and community on clinical findings associated with medical 

marijuana addiction. 
3. Offer guidance on how to handle abuse.  

 
 

Richard Lake – Business Development Director  

1. Manage product operations, including but not limited to transportation routes and 
collaborations that serve the market of medical cannabis.  

2. Manage collaborations with local research laboratories, such as Restek (leading developer and 
manufacturer of products used by cannabis growers, manufacturers and laboratories) and 
Pennsylvania State University. 

3. Advise Cannlyf on the operations of a dispensary. 
4. Develop a plan of operations. 
5. Oversee the development and execution of Cannlyf’s marketing strategy. 

 

Scott Etters – Cannlyf Attorney 

1. Develop and document ethics and compliance policies and procedures that meet State 
requirements. 

2. Maintain, implement, and manage all training on compliance-related subjects. 
3. Work closely with Chief Compliance Officer, Hanna Rutter to evaluate and respond to suspected 

compliance violation and for consistent enforcement, disclosure, and remedial action protocols. 
Review and draft documents and advice employees on legal and regulatory issues related to 
vendors, projects, and sales and marketing.   

 



Employee Qualifications and Bios 
 
Name:     Mrs. Hanna Yong Rutter     
Occupation:     Medical Device Sales Rep for Johnson & Johnson 
Title in the Applicant’s Business:    Chief Compliance Officer/Principal 
Date of Birth:    
Address:     
Phone:     
E-mail:     
 
Hanna Yong Rutter is an Asian-American woman with a BS in health policy and administration from 
The Pennsylvania State University and two minors, one in business and one in sociology.  Her 
passion to pursue a medical marijuana dispensary stems from her retired US Army father, 
Lieutenant Kenneth Windell, who suffered severely from PTSD during her entire childhood.  In 2008, 
she lost him to a painful fight against cancer.  She is hopeful and excited to be part of this 
instrumental time in Pennsylvania, knowing this change in its medical marijuana laws will help the 
lives of many.  For eight years, Hanna worked at Restek, a market leader for laboratory equipment 
selling scientific consumables to doctors and scientists in the pain management and medical 
marijuana industry across Pennsylvania and New Jersey, including the NJ Department of Health.  
When medical marijuana became legal in New Jersey, Hanna worked diligently with scientists 
assigned to develop cannabis applications for the state of New Jersey.  Two years ago, she 
transitioned to selling medical devices for Johnson & Johnson in the Pennsylvania region.  Her love 
for the community, her positive outlook, her relationships with local healthcare professionals, her 
clinical knowledge of medical marijuana, and her degree in healthcare policy makes Hanna Yong 
Rutter the perfect candidate to operate a dispensary in State College, PA.   

 
 
Name:     Mrs. Lori Hildebrand, RPh 
Occupation:    Pharmacist 
Title in the Applicant’s Business:  Principal Pharmacist 
Date of Birth:    
Address:     
Phone Number:    
E-mail:     
 
Lori Hildebrand is an experienced pharmacist who has been working in State College, PA area for 20 
years. She has been responsible for the overall functions of a pharmacy, including interpretation of 
prescription orders, and compounding and dispensing of medications. She has strong relationships 
with many healthcare professional and prescribers in the Centre region area and also has a 
reputation for delivering a high level of patient satisfaction and care. Lori will be responsible for 
maintaining a cost-effective inventory and for ensuring patient care.   
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Name:     Mr. Joseph Windell    
Occupation:    IT Technician/Army Veteran 
Title in the Applicant’s Business:  Principal IT and Security Manager 
Date of Birth:    
Address:     
Phone Number:    
E-mail:     
 
Joseph Windell is an Asian-American Army veteran who has been formally trained on security and 
defense systems.  His military experience has given him the skill sets to manage and operate various 
IT systems, including, but not limited to, basic networking, troubleshooting, and maintenance in 
computer software. He was the dedicated soldier assigned to fix and troubleshoot personal 
computers while overseas and was also responsible for educating personnel on the software and 
hardware needed to accomplish mission objectives. After the military, Joe enrolled in an IT program 
at the South Hills School of Business and is expected to graduate at the of the year.  In addition to 
being a student, Joe has a full-time IT position with Restek, a company that manufactures 
equipment used in the medical marijuana industry.  He will be in charge of installing new software 
when needed, monitoring IT and security footage, and maintaining computers, printers, and the 
Cannlyf network.  Joe is incredibly thorough with everything he manages, and he will ensure that all 
our IT and security systems are compliant and secure. 

 
 
Name:     Mr. Wayne Foster, RPh 
Occupation:    Pharmacist 
Title in the Applicant’s Business:  Pharmacist/Operator 
Date of Birth:    
Address:     
Phone:      
E-mail:     
 
Wayne Foster has been serving the State College, PA area for 35 years as an established pharmacist 
in community-based, independently operated businesses.  Mr. Foster’s advanced training and 
support from PCCA has enabled him to solve the special needs of patients that cannot be met with 
commercially available products.  His 13 years of owning and operating a pharmacy in State College, 
PA, make him an asset to Cannlyf, as does his extensive community involvement.  In the past 30 
years, Wayne has been active in United Way (fund development), the AIDS project of Centre County 
(president), American Lung Association (president), and American Diabetes Association (board 
member).  He was also part of an over-utilization of opiates and addiction project where he 
developed a non-opiate pain relief with transdermal creams and gels. Wayne has also partnered 
with several hospice providers to provide palliative care for their patients and he has connections to 
several nursing homes and assisted-living facilities in Central PA.  His extensive knowledge of 
medical conditions, as well as strong relationships with local physicians, will make him a great asset 
to the community and our business.   
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Name:      Matthew Milner, PhD 
Occupation:    Senior Scientist/PhD Plant Biologist 
Title in the Applicant’s Business:  Cannabis Plant Biologist/Operator 
Date of Birth:    
Address:     
Phone Number:    
E-mail:     
 
Dr. Matthew Milner was raised in State College, PA and has established an impressive reputation in 
the world of Plant Biology.  With his BS in biology from Penn State and his PhD in Plant Biology from 
Cornell University, Matt brings to Cannlyf an extensive knowledge of plant properties and their links 
to human health and disease.  In 2013, he completed a post-doctoral fellowship at the USDA/NIFA 
and has been published in over 10 publications.  Dr. Milner taught at Penn State for several years 
until a research project took him to England, which is where he currently resides.  Dr. Milner is 
excited to partner with Cannlyf to help us better understand the plant properties in cannabis and 
how these properties are linked to certain medical conditions.  He is also excited to have the 
opportunity to visit State College, PA, several times a year.     

 

 

Name:      Mr. Christopher Denicola 
Occupation:    Director of Chemistry and Product Development 
Title in the Applicant’s Business:  Cannabis Product Research Manager/Operator 
Date of Birth:    
Address:     
Phone Number:    
E-mail:     
 
Chris Denicola is one of the most well-respected and knowledgeable scientists in the cannabis 
market.  His experience and knowledge will set our company apart from everyone else.  Chris was 
born and raised in Pennsylvania and received his BS in chemistry from Juniata College. His 
background is extensive and impressive  ranging from his having been a chemist at Merck and 
GlaxoSmithKline as well as the director of analytical chemistry at Vanderbilt University, where he 
focused on drug discovery. Chris also played a key role in developing chromatography products 
specifically for pain management and medical cannabis applications.  Several years ago, Chris moved 
to Colorado and was involved in a cannabis start-up manufacturing company where he created new 
versions of existing products on the market, techniques to create these products, the market 
response to these products, and design features that the market demanded.  He created a novel 
extraction process that resulted in a product which has exceeded expectations and has now been 
adopted in many cannabis laboratories.  Chris also has extensive knowledge on vaporization 
hardware as he was assigned to seek out and research the best hardware on the market.  After 
testing over 300 products, he found one that offers customers a quality product at an affordable 
price.  His love for Pennsylvania runs deep and Chris is excited for the opportunity to come back to 
State College.   
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Name:     Dr. Thomas Baumgarten 
Occupation: Medical Director for addiction clinics in State College, 

Altoona, and Williamsport, PA 
Title in the Applicant’s Business:  Addiction Consultant/Operator 
Date of Birth:    
Address:     
Phone Number:    
E-mail:     
 

Dr. Thomas Baumgarten has been working as a medical professional for over 35 years and has 
extensive medical knowledge.  He is doubled certified in internal medicine and in addiction 
medicine, and he currently serves as the medical director for three addiction clinics in State College, 
Williamsport, and Altoona, PA.  Dr. Baumgarten has been very active in the State College 
community, particularly within the Jewish community, where he and his family have opened their 
home up to many young people in difficult situations—from domestic abuse to homelessness.  Dr. 
Baumgarten has also been active for many years as an emergency room physician at local hospitals 
in the Central PA area, though he is now focusing on addiction medicine.  He understands the 
importance of monitoring addiction and will not be providing any prescriptions or medical cards.  He 
will be working diligently with Cannlyf to provide guidance, education, and to discuss solutions 
regarding abuse and addiction.  If the Department adds addiction to the list of prescribed medical 
conditions 

 

 

 

Name:     Ms. Stephanie Sunner 

Occupation:    Senior Account Manager for Cannabis market 
Title in the Applicant’s Business:  VP of Sales Operations/Operator 
Date of Birth:    
Address:     
Phone Number:    
E-mail:     
 
Stephanie Sunner has been selling chromatography consumables to the cannabis market for over 10 
years.  She obtained her MBA from The University of Georgia in 2015 and her experience traveling 
to CO to serve the medical cannabis market has equipped her with extensive knowledge on the 
science behind cannabis.  Stephanie has also completed numerous cannabis trainings including 
Cannabis: Quality, Testing, and the Changing Landscape; The Trump Effect (National Assoc. Cannabis 
Business); Opportunities & Challenges in Cannabis Analytical Testing; High Resolution Mass Spec for 
Cannabis Products; and many more.  Her relationships with cannabis laboratories make her a key 
resource for Cannlyf to learn and to continue growing in our medical marijuana knowledge.   
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Name:     Mr. Richard Lake 
Occupation     Vice President of Marketing Operations 
Title in the Applicant’s Business:  Business Development Director/Operator 
Date of Birth:    
Address:     
Phone Number:    
E-mail:     
 
Richard Lake is the vice president of marketing operations at the Restek Corporation in Bellefonte, 
PA, where he oversees the development and execution of the corporate marketing strategy.  Restek 
is a leading developer and manufacturer of chromatography columns and accessories, some of 
which are used by cannabis growers, manufacturers, and laboratories.  Prior to this, Rick was the 
Restek director of business development where he managed the coordination of product 
development, applications and collaborations that serve multiple industries. (One industry of recent 
focus is the emerging market of medical cannabis.)  In addition, Rick served as a pharmaceutical 
market development manager and pharmaceutical innovations chemist, developing GC and LC 
applications and assisting in new product development. Before joining Restek in 2005, he worked for 
seven years as a study director and principal investigator for a contract research lab, where he 
developed and validated cGXP compliant GC and LC methods while also managing the stability 
testing department. Prior to shifting his focus to pharmaceuticals, he spent four years performing 
pesticide residue and volatile/semivolatile analyses. 
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Section 8 – Operational Timetable 

Upon receiving a permit to open a dispensary in Region 4, Cannlyf, will immediately initiate our plan 
to ensure we are fully operational within a six-month period.  Our first priority is to become experts 
in all state laws and regulations and Act 16.  We will be working with Etter Law Firm LLC regularly as 
well and continually monitoring any new laws and regulations or any changes that occur with the 
Department.   

Month One  

1. Obtain information on who was awarded the other permit license within the region. 
2. Obtain information on who was awarded the grower/processor permits.  
3. Contact growers/processors to learn about the products they will offer, the product costs, and 

how/when Cannlyf will be able to purchase these products.  
4. Secure and execute contract with Rossman’s Construction, LLC and begin construction process at 

Cannlyf facility.   
5. Extend on lease contract with our landlord, Andrew Garban, to finalize 3-year lease agreement 

and discuss plan to purchase building after 3 years. 
6. Configure hours of operation and approve responsibilities and duties for each position. 
7. Meet with Etter Law Group, LLC 1.) to discuss any new relevant laws or regulations, 2.) to develop 

a training plan for compliance that will be conveyed through employee training, and 3.) to set up 
weekly meetings to review and ensure legal compliance.   

8. Comply with requests for public notices. If a public notice is required, Cannlyf will relay this 
information via all PA Department of Health-required written and media methods, e.g., hardcopy, 
e-mail, etc. 

9. Hire website designer to build Cannlyf’s webpage, www.cannlyf.com  
10. Meet with all Cannlyf principals, operators, financial backers, employees, advisors, consultants, 

investors, etc., to discuss business operations. 
11. Research market for products available in the state as related to customer’s  needs.   
12. Set up educational discussions at local internal, general, oncology, neuro, pain management 

doctor’s offices to share our contact information and establish a working relationship to ensure 
that we will meet their patient’s needs as a medical marijuana dispensary.     

13. Meet with all investors to discuss Cannlyf policies, hiring practices, investing options and finalize 
contracts.   

14. Purchase the following equipment and supplies:  vault, safes, security equipment, display cases, 
retail equipment, office supplies, IT equipment, Transportation vehicle and equipment, EPI 
systems, QuickBooks software, and any other supplies and systems needed.   

15. Update reviews/research of products available to our dispensary. Place our logo and signs in 
accordance with state and local marketing laws outside the facility. 

16. Write Cannlyf employee position descriptions and post in the Centre Daily Times; include cover 
letter and resume requirement. 

17. Communicate to VA and other diverse groups/organizations regarding potential candidates for 
hire.  

Month Two  

1. Begin site construction with an emphasis on meeting all security protocols.  
2. Review responses to employee position postings. 
3. Contact prospective candidates and setup interviews. 



4. Begin conducting interviews with potential employees.  
5. Wayne Foster and Lori Hildebrand to complete online continuing education course on medical 

marijuana. 
6. Hanna Rutter to complete online course on business operations in medical marijuana. 
7. Continue weekly meetings with Attorney, Scott Etters.  

Month Three 

1. Conduct second/ final set of employee interviews. 
2. Conduct extensive background checks for all potential employees.  
3. Conduct drug screening for potential employees before confirming hiring. 
4.  Continue weekly meetings with compliance officer, Scott Etters. 
5. Install security, EPI, and any other systems, as needed. 

Month Four  

1. Begin employee training.  
a. Hanna Rutter (Chief compliance Officer): will train on healthcare 

compliance/regulations, state policies, diversion plan, patient interaction, customer 
service, diversity, etc.  

b. Joe Windell (IT and Security Manager):  will train on safety protocols, IT and system 
operations, and security policies, etc.  

c. Dr. Thomas Baumgarten (Addiction Consultant):  will train on addiction, language of 
medicine, and the 17 medical conditions and their symptoms. 

2. Continue weekly meetings with Attorney, Scott Etters.   

Month Five  

1. Cannlyf’s interior and exterior design completion. 
2. Continue employee training.  

a. Chris Denicola (Cannabis market research manager): will train on cannabis strains, 
product recommendations, science of cannabis, current research in the cannabis market.   

b. Wayne Foster (Pharmacist) will train on pharmacy and healthcare regulations, pain 
alternatives etc. 

c. Scott Etter (Attorney): will train on PA state rules and regulations for dispensaries as well 
as consequences of not complying with these rules and regulations.  

3. Lori Hildebrand and Wayne Foster will attend Cannabis World Congress and Business Expo in 
Boston, MA (Oct. 2017)  

4. Lori Hildebrand and Wayne Foster will complete the mandatory 4-hour training developed by the 
Department. 

5. All employees will complete the mandatory 2-hour training.  
6. Conduct daily safety protocol drills with a pass failure rating system. 
7. Meet with local law enforcement representative to discuss security protocols and how we can 

work together. 
8. Continue weekly meetings with Attorney, Scott Etters.   

 
 
 

 



Month Six 

1. Reach out to Penn State Medical Center, Restek, MS Society, American Cancer Association, etc. 
to see how we can help. 

2. Conduct employee education at Cannlyf facility —Chris Denicola 
3. Attend Marijuana Business Expo in Las Vegas (Nov. 2017) 
4. Obtain medical products for Cannlyf store to sell from our PA grower/processor.   
5. Continue weekly meetings with Attorney, Scott Etters.   
6. Put finishing touches on the store – decorate, clean, organize, etc.  

 

 



Two-Hour Training Requirement Description 
Cannlyf understands the importance of retaining qualified employees and being knowledgeable 
about every aspect of the business operations, regulations, policies, medical conditionals, product 
recommendations, clinical studies, and diversity.  We will be vigilant in hiring qualified employees 
who fit our unique culture and offer appealing company stock options to retain good employees.   
 

All employees will need to go through our entire pre-employment process before they can begin 
working for us, which will include a background check and drug screening.  We will also have a zero-
tolerance policy for any theft and a no-drug policy where we reserve the right to randomly drug test 
any employee at any point during their employment.  Employees will undergo intense training on 
security protocols; system operations; state and federal laws and regulations regarding medical 
marijuana; product recommendations; medical marijuana products being offered to PA 
dispensaries; language of medicine with an emphasis on the 17 medical marijuana use conditions; 
indication/contraindications on all our products; patient-care interaction; basic procedural rules; 
diversity; inventory management; and our diversion plan. The final part of the pre-employment 
process will be the mandatory two-hour training required by the PA Department of Health.  Our 
pharmacists will also need to complete the mandatory four-hour training in addition to the 
mandatory two-hour training developed by the PA Department of Health.   

 




